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South of Na‘alehu, Hawaii, near the
coast, a small outcrop of ash is found that
is clearly visible on aerial photographs
as a lemon-shaped light spot. It belongs
to one of the agriculturally valuable
“Pahala Ash” sites that sustained early
Hawaiian populations (Kirch, 1985). The
area called Kamakalepo is just East of
South Point, where similar soils provided
for some of the earliest settlements on
Hawaii. The area under investigation
(Fig. 1) contains unique archaeological
features both above and below ground
(Bonk, 1967; Kempe, 1999) and has
been studied by the authors over the
last several years.
A large cave system consisting of four
sections of a once much longer tunnel
in Mauna Loa lavas (see Kempe et al.,
this volume) was used extensively by the
native Hawaiians. The system is entered
through two pukas: Lua Nunu o Kamakalepo (Pigeon Hole of the Common
People) now overgrown by acacia shrubs
(Fig. 2) and Waipouli (Dark Waters) (Fig.
3). Both of these pukas give accesses to
uphill (mauka) and downhill (makai)
caves, totalling together 1 km in length
(see Table 1 and Figs. 5 to 8 in Kempe
et al. this volume) Two further pukas

belong to the system, “Pork Pen Puka”
(mauka of Lua Nunu) and “Stonehenge
Puka” (makai of Waipouli) for which
no local names are known. Pork Pen
Puka is a depression set into the roof
of Lua Nunu Mauka Cave, the bottom
of which is a secondary ceiling to the
cave below. Stonehenge Puka is a large
root-less vent with rafted blocks around
its perimeter, 60*40 m wide and up to
20 m deep (see Fig. 9 in Kempe et al.,
this volume).
Underground, the caves of the Lua
Nunu are the ones used primarily (maps
see Figs. 4 and 5). An old, now mostly
obliterated path led down from the NE
rim. The other sides of the puka are
overhanging. Within the puka small
outcrops of Pahala Ash exist, possibly
forming field plots or agropits. Retaining walls are found at both entrances
providing for level ground on which
foundations of huts are still noticeable
(Fig. 6). The main features are two large
defence walls across the cave erected by
stacking breakdown blocks. The wall
in the Makai Cave, 40 m inside the entrance, collapsed mostly (compare Fig.
6 for location), but the one in the Mauka
Cave, ca. 60 m into the cave, is well

preserved (compare Fig. 5 for location).
It has all the characteristics of a medieval
defence wall: It is ca. 2 m high and up
to 1 m thick and because it was erected
on breakdown it reaches 3.7 and 5.5 m
above the floor (Fig. 7). It stretches from
wall to wall and due to its convex-mauka
curvature, is reaches a length of almost
25 m (the cave being 23 m wide and 14
m high in its centre). A doorway slightly
off the middle (Fig. 8) of the wall admits
access and platforms behind the wall
(Fig. 9) permit the defenders to throw
sling stones and spears at the attackers.
Sling stones (wave-worn pebbles) are
found on the floor at places (Fig. 10).
The defenders would stand in the dark,
while the attackers would be outlined by
daylight coming in from the entrance.
Behind the wall, Bonk (1967) counted
102 sleeping platforms these extend
well into the zone of complete darkness.
Charcoal and seafood shells and some
fish bones can be found everywhere,
suggesting that the place has in fact
served its purpose. Charcoal dating is in
progress to find out when the cave has
been in use. Artifacts have been collected
in 1908 by Meineke and 1967 by Bonk.
In the far back of the cave, we opened a

Figure 2. Southward panorama view of the large Kamakalepo puka. Note person on left for scale and post at rim of puka. This post
used to hold a sign marking the cave as a civil defence shelter in the 1950ies.
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crawl, giving access to more than 100
m of additional cave (see Fig. 4). Even
here we found a few charcoal bits on the
floor, suggesting that the Hawaiians had
already explored this section, albeit by
a now collapsed crawl.
Underground fortifications have been
described from other caves on Hawai‘i.
An specifically elaborate example is the
Cave of Refuge on the Hakuma Horst
in Kalapana, Puna District. There the
defense function was obtained by narrowing the entrance to the cave to a
crawlway that could be entered by attackers only one at a time (Kempe et al.,
1993). La Plante (1993) reported about
fortifications (defense walls, fortified
crawlways) from the Puna District (most
probably Pahoa Cave) without giving
details about locations or constructional
dimensions. Small defense walls, now
crumbled seem to have protected the
cave passages below Keala Pit as well
(Kempe & Ketz-Kempe, 1997). More
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Figure 3. Eastward panorama view of the Waipouli Puka. Note the person climbing
down the only path into the puka and down to the lake in the makai section of the cave.

Figure 1. Situation of Kamakalepo area with important landmarks
caves and their GPS fixes (dots).
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Figure 4. Map of Lua Nunu o Kamakalepo Mauka Cave. Note archeological details.
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Figure 5. Map of Lua Nunu o Kamakalepo Makai Cave. Note archeological details.

Figure 6. View from the inside of the Lua Nunu o Kamakalepo
Mauka Cave towards the entrance with 2.4 m high retaining wall
and sections of the old path leading into the cave.

Figure 8. View of the gate from the inside. Note the
entrance of the cave 60 m away in the background.
Figure 7. View mauka of the 25 m long defense wall in the
Lua Nunu o Kamakalepo Mauka Cave. Note persons for
scale and gate at the center of the wall.
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Figure 9. Fighting platform behind the southern side of the
defense wall.
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Figure 10. Sling stones were used in the defense of the cave and
are found scattered over the floor.

Figure 11 (left). Weathered whale vertebra from the deeper part of the lake in
Waipouli Makai Cave.

Figure 12 (right). Opening of an over 20
m deep well dug by farmers to pump up
water for cattle from the Waipouli lake.

Figure 13. The girders of the wind mill
providing power to the pump were thrown
into the lake of Waipouli. These are now
settled by iron-oxidizing bacteria forming
spectacular underwater “rusticles” (Scale.
first author, picture by A. Kücha).
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Figure 14 (above). Small heiau (platform for a hut or small temple) at the northern edge
of the Kamakalepo ash plain used formerly for agriculture.
Figure 16 (right). A beachrock (carbonate cemented lava and marine carbonate sands)
placed at the southern end of the path from Waipouli Puka to mark the begin of the path
in the dark.

Figure 15. Old Hawaiian path leading across the a‘a from the
Waipouli Puka southeastward.

Figure 17. A petroglyph of a pentagram, most probably postcontact.

Figure 18. A petroglyph of an elaborated cross, most probably
post-contact and Christian in meaning.

Figure 19. A dagger and an inscription of post-contact times.
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Figure 20. A southward panorama view across Petroglyph Valley, an evacuated lava
channel. In an area of 50*50 m 92 petroglyphs were counted.

Figure 21. Various petroglyphs of human figures, some are
simple stickmen, other have a triangular body.

Figure 22. The picture of a male primate being with
a long tail, possibly a monkey brought by sailors to
the island in the early post-contact period.

Figure 23. Examples of simple stickmen petroplyphs, right with a penis (male) left
without (female).

Figure 24. Petroglyphs of humans with
double-lined bodies.
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data probably exist in internal reports
of various agencies without ever having
been published.
The Lua Nunu o Kamakalepo Makai
Cave has also been fully explored by the
Hawaiians. Platforms and fire places
extend almost 100 m into the cave. At
the makai end, the black pahoehoe lava
that intruded the puka secondarily (compare Kempe et al., this volume) forms
a separate, less than a meter high tube.
It was also entered by the Hawaiians as
bits of charcoal on the floor indicate. We
found its entrance closed artificially by
rocks, probably to hide the entrance of
this chamber of last refuge (see “Secrete
Hall” on map, Fig. 5).
Both of the Waipouli Caves show
little signs of Hawaiian presence. In
the mauka sections, just a few places
with charcoal are found and a few bits
of seafood shells. The floor is too rough
to be of any use. The makai part is filled
by a brackish water lake that is caped
by freshwater at times of high groundwater flow. We found one large beach
stone on the steep entrance slope and a
whale vertebra in the water (14C dating
in progress) (Fig. 11). The water was
extensively used in the 20th century when
a motor was set up at the entrance on a
concrete platform and water was pumped
up for cattle. Also, an over 20 m deep
well was dug through the cave roof (Fig.
12) and the water was pumped up by a
wind mill for cattle. Part of its collapsed
trestle was thrown into the well shaft and
landed in the water of the cave, where it
now forms interesting “rusticles” under
water (Fig. 13).
Stonehenge Puka was also used by
Hawaiians: Its southern wall is overhanging and provided some natural shelter.
Here a few very small platforms were
erected (see Fig. 9, Kempe et al., this
volume).
Above ground the area shows many
signs of usage. First of all there is a
beach stone paved path, giving access
to the area from the west (mauka). The
area south of Lua Nunu is covered by
ash and could have been used for agriculture, explaining the presence of the
underground settlement. At the western
rim of the ash plain, just a few meters on
the overlaying bare lava, we found two
small heiaus, compact stone platforms
used either for dwelling huts or religious
purposes (Fig. 1 for location; Fig. 14).
The Pork Pen Puka has stone walls along
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its perimeter and throughout its centre,
suggesting that it was used to keep pigs
in there. At the eastern side of the ash
outcrop, there is a rectangular structure
build from pahoehoe plates which probably also was a pen either for pigs, or for
goats and cows if erected after contact.
Nearby, a shallow cave was found, showing also signs of occupation.
Paths connected the Lua Nunu with
Waipouli (mostly overgrown now) and
led towards the coast from Waipouli
eastward (Fig. 15). At the end of the path
a large block of carbonate containing
beachrock was placed (Fig. 16), obviously a well-visible signal to guide the
traveller to the beginning of the path
across the Waipoli a‘a.
Within the studied area, three sites
with petroglyphs occur. The one furthest
to the south has mostly animal figures.
The second one, north of Stonehenge, is
composed of post-contact petroglyphs:
It displays a pentagram (Fig. 17), a large
cross made from five squares each of
it inscribed with a + and a X (Fig. 18),
and a sabre with a two line inscription
reading: “KA IEIE PALA” and “IKA
UA NOE” (the Mellow IeIe, a plant, and
Strong Misty Rain; possibly the names
of two lovebirds) (Fig. 19).
To the north an area the size of 50*50
centered at around 18°N59,979′, 155°E
35,823′ (Old Hawaiianm) is covered
by almost a hundred petroglyphs (Fig.
20). It is situated at the seaward end of
a shallow valley. We divided the glyphs
into ten areas with GPS centers as listed
in Table 1.
The petroglyphs are of a mixed composition, simple stickman occur next
to more complicated full body pictures

(Fig. 21), both in frontal as in lateral
views. Two of the larger figures have
long tails, suggesting they might have
depicted monkeys (one of them clearly
a male specimen) (Fig. 22), thus placing the petroglyphs into the early postcontact time. Some of the glyphs have
been almost obliterated by later poundmarks; others have apparently not been
completed. The area abounds with pound
marks and marks made by sharpening
tools. A total of 92 glyphs were identified that distribute among several types
as shown in Table 2.
It is interesting to note that a variety
of styles is present. The group of simple
stickmen with arms and legs bend at
right angles dominates; male and female
glyphs occur with a similar frequency
(Fig. 23; Table 2 first line). One of the
male stickmen has two lines extending
down its head, like indicating long hair.
Five stickmen have one hand raised as if
in greeting. A few stickmen have simple
spread legs like in an inverted “Y”. The
triangular-bodied figures appear all without a penis and could therefore possibly
all be labeled as female, a conclusion
not unreasonable. The figures with an
open circle as head and a double line as
a body have a variety of hands (Fig. 24),
mostly with three fingers, but one even
has five fingers and toes. Interesting are
the figures shown in side-view (Fig. 25),
among them a quite large figure in Area
8 (Fig. 26). The two ape-like glyphs are
among the largest. One, with a penis,
is shown in side view (A6) (Fig. 22),
the other (A8) is shown in frontal view
with a long thin tail between the legs.
Otherwise, no clear animal pictures are
seen. One glyph representing a sort of

Table 1: Petroglyph groups in the Petroglyph Valley, Kamakalepo area.
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Table 2: Classification of petroglphys from Petroglyph Valley, Kamakalepo area (read: 3A2 = 3 specimens in Area A2).

triangle and two curved lines issuing
from it could be taken for the image of
the head of a goat (Fig. 27).
Overall, the site seems to be restricted
(with the exception of the two monkeys
and the goat) to glyphs of humans, both
female and males. Circular depressions
and rings are missing, so prominent in
other Hawaiian petroglyph sites, and

in spite of the proximity to the sea, no
marine animals are depicted (Cox &
Stasack, 1977).
Area 9 features a vertical slab which
is pounded upon forming a spot about 1
m in diameter (Fig. 28); the surfaces of
the inclined slabs below are also heavily
abraded. Both slabs contain traces of
almost erased stickmen. We interpret

this area as a sling-stone practice target.
Behind the slabs, a ca. 5 m long cave
extends, which contains four bamboo
poles of unknown age.
Apart from the petroglyps, the valley
is heavily impacted by Hawaiian quarrying (Fig. 29): all along the rims of the
valley the upper lava layers have been
dug up, partly down to 2 to 3 m, and piles

Figure 25. Sideview of a full-bodied human figure with exaggerated hands.

Figure 26. Large (possible male) human
figure with toes and fingers.

Figure 27. Possible glyph of a goat, again
a sign of post-contact date of some of the
petroglyphs.
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of broken rocks litter the perimeter of the
quarries. Quarrying has been going on
also in the area between the Petroglyph
Valley and Lua Nunu. Many of the sites
display longitudinal grooves caused by
grinding. What exactly the rock was
quarried for remains unknown since no
intermediate products were noticed.
The archeological evidence - specifically the number of sleeping platforms
behind the defense walls - suggests that
the Kamakalepo area sustained a sizeable
population. At peak times it may have
counted several hundred people. Clearly
the area was still settled in early postcontact times as illustrated by petroglyps
of monkeys, a dagger, a Christian (?)
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cross and an inscription. Writing was
introduced to the islands after 1820.
The only directly accessible water in
the area is the lake in Waipouli. Paths
leading towards it suggest that it was
used by the Hawaiians intensively, in
spite of the fact that not much archeological evidence is found inside. Any
stairways or walls may have been obliterated either by later rock fall or by the
farmers in the early 20th century. This
water supply is, however, treacherous
and in times of drought the water turns
brackish, salty enough to make it even
unfit for cattle. In times of drought drip
water in the caves ceases also, which
is, in other areas of the island, a major

Figure 28. This near-vertical slab features multiple pound-marks, possibly a training
target for shooting sling-stones.

Figure 29. One of the many “quarries” of the area where Hawaiians dug up stones.

source of water (compare Martin, 1993;
Kempe & Ketz-Kempe, 1997). Therefore
timing of the Kamakalepo settlement
may have been feasible only under a
different climate condition, such as the
Little Iceage, when more groundwater
may have been available. We collected
some charcoal and animal bones to be
dated in order to constrain the time of
occupation much better.
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